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INTEGER. - LINEAR PROGRAMMING USED [N SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT OF A CATERING FIRM

Falih Tatlılıoğlul , Murat Baska(, Gülgüıı Kayakutlu3

Absıracı 
- 

Catering semices hcıye a complicated supply chaüı netüNork lhal includes processes like
purchasing raw mqterials, iııveı,ıtoıy mdnagemerüt, productioıı plaı,ıniı,ıg and dislribution planııiııg. Iıı this

complexily, importqnı decisions are taken to eliminale uncertainties. Developmeııt of mathematical moa|els

will play crucial roles lo suppart decisions which will sorl out prablem. This sludy qims to minimize |he

disıribuıion costs of a cateriııg firm; heııce an iııteger liııear programming model is developed. Applicalior, of
the model is iuplemenled for a catering frm which operales in Esenboğa Airport- Achieveınents oJ lhis sludy

show remarkable reductions iı.ı totql distribution costs by using a mathemalical model |hat integrates all
effective factors.

Kelnords Supply Chain Manqgemen[ Logistics, Caiering Seruices, Integer - Linear Programming

INTRODUCTION

Air traısportation is a dynamic sector which has to self-renew and adapt to change in techıological
developments. It plays a crucial role in global market economy and global effectiveness. Currently, lJre

number of people traveling by plane is rapidly increasing; civil aviation arıd passenger transport activities ]ıre

to be improved rapidly. Similaı to global tendencies, prices have been reduced and the number of passeng,:rs

has increased in Turkey. Furthermore, many new airlines entered üe market and quality is improved to hz,ve

competitive advantages in addition to the reduced prices. It is observed that the aviation sectol in Turkey terıds

to grow aırd the industry began to flouıish.

Rapidly developments on aviation sector and large increases in the number of passengers have )ed

implovements in catering services between the years 2002 to 2010 in Turkey. Catering haS become a

competitive advantage factor among the airlines. The implementation of Supply Chain Management }ıas

become inevitable foı catering firms who want to reduce costs while improving the quality and the speed of
the services.

To adopt the agiiity and economic conditions, companies continuously take Short or long term decisio-ıs-

For a small business, these decisions are inJ'luenced by inventory and pricing policies and for the large

enterprises, more factors as to production, investment, financing, storage, prices, employment, competition

and transport policies have a role. Tbey all have the common objective of reducing the uncertainty and hen,:e,

using concrete data to create mathematical models to analyze pıoblems has an important role in decisions Il ].

When today's conditions are evaluated, nrinimization of transportation costs has shown many benefits: it

provides cost and time-based competitive advantage in the distribution mobility oI flexibility in developing
price policy and healthy logistical and finaıcial plans Il].

In this study, thee different ğpes of product transportation problem weıe investigated using the Inte[ler

I-inear Programming model fioıı-ı one catering company that operates in Esenboğa Airport.
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This study is so organized to present the literatuıe survey and integer linear programming approach in the
following thee sections and then arı integer 1inear programming model is established.

CATERING SER\TCES AND FLIGHT CATERING

In Cateler Profile, catering is defined as "the aıt of presentation of food & beverage for a large group in
places where preparation and distribution of meals or serving food was not considered when built.

Flight catering is probab|y one of the most complex operational systems because a large scale flight
catering production unit may employ over 800 staffto produce as many as 25.000 meals per day during peak
periods. A large intemational airline company ınay have hıırıdreds of takeoffs and larıdings everyday from just
their main hub. These facts make flight catering dissimilar to any other sector of the catering indus§. While
the way food is served on trays to airline passengers bears some resemblarıce to service styles in restaurants
and cafeterias, the way food is prepared and cooked increasingly resembles a food manufacturing plant rather
thaı a catering kitchen. The way food and equipment is stored resembles a freight warehouse and the way
meal and equipment ale traısported and supplied has a close affinity to military-style logistics and distribution
systems. Figure l represents only an outline of the process flow in flight catering, since such opeıations are
highly complex and have a number ofaltelnative configurations [2].

FIGURE l
Process Flow in Flight Catering [2].
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Flight catering starts with the information on the number of pasSengers and their needs. Such information

is available from both market research and actual passenger behavior. On the basis of this, airlines sometimes

develop their products and service specification with the consulting of caterers. Such specifications deternıine

exactly what food, drink and equipment items ale to be carried on each route for each class of passengers. At
the heaıt of the flight cateling system is the flight production unit, which is paıt warehouse, palt lbod
maıufacturing plaıt, part kitchen and part assembly belt. ln response to folecasts of passenger numberl; on

aıy given flight, the production unit follows a series of complex steps to produce trayed meals and non-lbod
items ready for transportation to the airclaft. Transportation is usually carried out by using specialist high-

loader trucks that enable trolleys to be rolled on and off ailcrafts. Once loaded, trolleys and other items r eed

to be stowed on board to ensure the microbial safety of edible items and secuity and safety of the cıew,
passengels and aiıcraft. At the designated time during the flight, the cabin crew carry out the service of me als,

snacks aırd otheI items. On arrival to the destination, each aircraft is then stripped of all equipment and

trolleys, which are retumed to the production units for cleaning and re-use [2].

Airline catering operations ale lelated with 80% logistics aıd 20% cooking. When we think of the

requirements for equipments installed on üe aircraft, üe list confirms this latio. Related to üis logistics all
materials are mutually supplied to both arival and departure airports.

Logistics related to catering operations are affected by a varie§ of factors. Such as; changes in the

aviation industry, business demands, aircraft schedule, cabin configuration, technolory and airport faciJitieı;_

Sustainabiliş aıd profitabili§ of an airline company is based on the strength of competitive advantages

and on the supply chain the company belongs.

Supply chain that airlines need to be established is shaped by in long-term managerial stategies, in

medium_term tactical and in short-term daily operational decisions [3]. Services offered to passenger:, in

aircrafts are highlighted by increasing competition in aviation.

Transportation costs vary with the increase in the amount of stock. For example, transportation costs for
purchases below the carrying capacity divided less amounts so the unit cost of transportation is increasing.

Also, in a cramped warehouse, vehicles will not work in normal capacity so losses and cost increases ale
aroused. Tlansportation costs in coffıection with catering equipment should be taken into consideration af() as

follows:

- Transportation cost between the Stations
- Distribution costs from main hub
- Transport costs in warehouse
- Tlansportation costs from the kitchen to the service
- Transportation costs from service to aircraft and fıom aircraft to service

LOGISTICS OPERATIONS AT A]RPORTS

Flight and route planning: in the widest sense, it can be expressed as determining the flight plans lınd

ailcraft routes. It also covels; where the plane will fly to, where the transfer will be made, if necessary, where

receiving fuel, maintenance, etc. services and exercises on minimizing the cost with optimum flight plarıs.

Ground handling: it can be defined as all services providing to aircrafts aıd passengels from arrival of
an airplane to the deparfure on airports according to the staııdards set by Intemational Aviation Rules zmd

Civil Aviation Regulation.

In Airport Ground Handling Regulation (SHY-22), typeS of airport ground handling services afe groul)ed

as follows [4]:

- Representation
- Passenger Traffic
- Load conırol and communicaüjons
- Ramp
- Aircraft Line Ma inlenance

,l07
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- Flight Operations
- Transportation
- Catering services
- Supervision and Administration
- Aircraft Special Security Services and Control

Air cargo services: Today, depending on the Intemational Civil Aviation Orgarıization (ICAO) and
Intemational AiI Tıarısport Association (IATA) rules, firstly taken into consideration of country and carrier
limitations; packaging, labeling, pıoper preparation of documents and traısportation with an air vehicle of
goods (mail and luggage are excluded) are defined as "Freight Trarsportation" [5].

INTEGER LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Lineaı programming is a technique and a decision making tool that determines how to use limited
ıesoulces most effectively [6]. In otheı woıds, it is the analysis of problems in which a linear function of a
number of variables to be maximized (or minimized) when those variables ale subject to a number of
restıaints in the form of linear inequalities [7].

Decision values used in linear programming are sometimes unavoidably integeı in realJife problems. In
this sense, integer linear programming is aı extension of linear progıamming that all oı a portion of üe
decision variables must take integer values [8].

However, if the problem has both some integer variables and other variables that met the divisibilily
assumption as fractional values, this kind ofproblem is called mixed linear programrning problem [9].

In linear programming models, integer programming is faced with in the following ways:

Completely integer programming: all decision variables in the model must take integer values.

Mixed integer programming: some of the decision variables in the model should be zero or greater than
zero, the rest should be integer.

0-1 integ€r programming: all decision variables iı the model are either zero or one Il0].

In the literature, integer linear programming is applied to many business pıoblems. One of these
application areas is the supply chain. Purpose of models established on 1his respect for long-term is providing
the strategic allocation of resources for effective decision support including supplier selection, aıd/or arrange
capacity ofproducers arıd distributoıs as well as distribution ofthese capacities to the products arıd others. The
problem in the models is to decide the variety, capaciğ, location and the numbeı of the manufacturers and
stores to minimize total cost or ma_ximize the profit Il1].

APPLICATION

General Information About the Catering Firm: Do&Co was established as a restauant in central
Vienna in l98l. Today, it works in thlee main groups: Iestaulantiounge/hotel/bar management; catering of
intemational orgaıizations and airline catering in Euıope and North America.

The British Museum and Lufthansa First Class Lounge Catering Services, Hotel Vierrrıe, operations of
Hofzuckerbacker Demel in Vienna and Salzburg, Formula l, Paddok Club and UEFA Champions League's
catering organiztions; Lauda Air, Emirates, British Airways are references of the Do&Co.

Do&Co aıd Turkish Aiılines established Turkish Do&Co (THY Do&Co İkim Hizmetlcri A.Ş.) as a
partrıer in 2006. Since 2007, Turkish Do & Co is operating nine gourmet kitchens all over Turkey: Istanbul
(Atatiirk and Sabiha Gökcen), Ankar4 Antaly4 Izmir, Bodrum, Tıabzon, Dalaman arıd Adarıa. Over 60
national aıd intemational airlines are catered from these locations.

ISO 9001 quality management system and food safe§ system established according to the principles of
HACCP are applied in Turkish Do&Co.

Turkish Do&Co Supply Chain Management consists of complex operations such as; supplied food,
beverage and equipment more than 60 national and intemational airlines, in accordance with each customer's
unique requirements and specifications, service and delivery should be made in the right place, time and

408
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amount. PIeparation pfocess lasts 24 hours period arıd includes operations such as; removal of equipments and

garbage used in catering services, washing of reused materials, sepaıation of all the airline's own specific
material and storage until the next uSe aıd stock keeping.

The supply chain process flow of Turkish Do&Co:

For Turkish Do&Co the first step of the chain iS raw materials delivr:ry to
Turkish Do&Co's nine production kitchen by suppliers. The product that

comes with cold chain will be delivered by controlling degrees accord ng to
Status of 1he product. The materials aıe registered on the documents, zİd in
dispatch department matelials are logged into the system via Rota pİ(,gram

according tö the dispatcJ-ı note (amount).

Turkish Do&co stores received materials in theiı cold rooms in cach
production point ready for use.

Chain continues with using stored law materials and transforming iı-ıto a
finished product. Deadline of the products is very important for an airline
cateling company. Besides, each cateling request that is not fulfilleiL can

cause plane delays and so can cause gleat losses. In Tuıkish Do&Co, products

are prepared in three types of kitchen; hot, cold, and the bakery.

After the production, foods aıe ıe-stored in a cold room as part of the cold
chain. Hot meals served in flight can be shock fiozen after being cooked, The
cold szu,ıdwiches that contain fresh vegetables, meat or dairy products must
protect in cold chain.

Dispatch is a planning step of the chain locating the finished producı.s by
coıııpany and flight, to which companies and to which flights are determined.
Delivery is planned together with the Rota to follow and accordingly, cat,:ring
is prepared to be shippcd to the aircraft with trolley (Handling).

Prepared trol1eys are loaded to specially equipped vehicles (High Loading) for
delivery and are sent to apİon. Aplon iS the area where aircrafts are park,:d at

the airport. Each parking place has a number.
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LOADING To
PLANES

7. STEP
When vehicles a]-rive to the specified aircraft, catering staff place the
delivered goods (newspaper, bıead, trolley, etc...) to üe planned location. The
location for the goods varies according to aircraft type and the prefeıences of
the airline. Catering service is oııly responsible ofpIacing the materials.

When the aircraft makes its flight and ıetum to the main station, mateıials aıe
evacuated from the aircraft in a similaı system (Off Loading).

Remaining materials ofthe aircraft are delivered to Turkish Do&Co's stores.

Equipments lrom the aircraft are sent to the washing unit to be washed and,/or

disposed. Retumed materials are disrupted except the untouched drinks and
packaged goods because the cold chain is broken. The retumed equipments
are separated by owner and prepared for re-use.

Investigation of Turkish Do&Co's Distribution Operations with the Integer Linear Programming
Model:

Integer Linear Programming (ILP) Model caı be created as described below for minimization of the
distribution costs of a flight catering firm.

i) Assumptions in the model:

ı production costs wele not taken into account in the model.

. Aircrafts are assumed to request the same amount ofproducts.

. Distance between the bridges is not taken into consideration so travel time of reaching the first plane is
performed at the same time. Service time varies depending on the Şpe of loading.

. Airplarıes take ofat plaıned time and land to the airport at least one hour before deparhıre.

. only the planes approaching the bellows demand catering services.

. A Hieh Loader carı make three types of loading; (i) serves one aircraft and refums, (ii) serves two
aircrafts and refums, (iii) serves tfuee aiıcrafts and retums.

. compaıy has 5 high loaders which have the same features.

. Service time for the first, second and third types ofloading are respectively 29, 47 and 65 minutes.

. Amount ofloading for the first, second and third types of loading ale respectively 7, 14 and 2l trolleys.
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" Fuel cost of high loaders is 80 kr/km, distance between apron and business is 3 km, distance betvıeen

the two aifcfafts served in apron is 800 nreters. In these circumstances for first, second and thiıd !ıpes
of loading fuel costs aJe ıespectiv ely 4,8, 5,44 and 6 TL.

. Service is provided to 13 aircrafts in,lo-minute intense period.

. The first aircraft must be served at least one hour before its deparhrıe.

.In this context, catering services are provided within 65 minutes between 7:50 to 8:55 a.m. foı 13

aiıcrafts landed between the hours of 8:50 to 9:30 a.nr..

ii) Definition ofdecision variables and parameters

Decision variables:

X, : numbers oftraveling for the ith vehicle performing the jth type ofloading

parameters:

d, : cost ofdelivery for the ith vehicle performing thejth 1ype ofloading

a, : service time for the ith vehicle performing the jth type ofloading

J : amount of loading for the ith vehicle performing the jth type of loading (trolley)

ö1 : maximum service time for the ith vehicle

hr: iolal amount of loading carried in aircrafts

1r= total number ofaircralts to be served

i = 1,2, 3, 4,5 (n: number of vehicles)

j = 1,2,3 (m: loading type)

iii) Formulation ofthe objectiYe function

(1)

Z7n1 _ 4,8X11 .5,14 XL ,6 X13_ 1,8X2l ,5,41 xrr_6 X2j,4,8Xj1 5,,t4 X3r, 6X:s, 1,8Xoı ,5,11 X4r_6 L|
4,8Xr.5,14X5, 6X53

iv) Constraint equations

Time constraints:
m

Ş ai' .{l j < lıl
/J,

29X11 . 47X]2 ,65 X]3 < 65

29X,ı *17 X22 , 65XB< 65

29X3t ,17X32-65X 165

29Xıı - 17 Xıı,65Xıı { 65

29X5t . 17 X52,65Xü a 65

Load constraints:

(2)

=T Ş a,,.r,,/- /-

I L] ,\i] = r"E
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7Xıı,]4Xız,2]Xr3-7Xu,l1Xr2,2]Xı,7Xy,]1X:ı,2]X:ı.7Xıt,]4X12|2]XB,7Xı,]1Xsı-2lXsı=
9l

This constraint shows the arnount of load and does not have any effect on the solution

Number of aircraft constraints:

\, \, _...

/, /, ı ',ııı = tı
i =1 ,;=1 (1)

]X]],2X]2 .3Xı3, ]X2] -2X22,3XB, ]X3]-2X32,3X3], ]X.l ,2Xıı-3Xıı, ]Xst,2Xsı,3Xı =13

Positive (not to be negative) condition:

xr:Oandinteger

v) SoIution

The following results aıe achieved by solving mixed integer program using WinQSB software. Z :28,80 TL

fi;l X1j:} Xjj:l X7j:1 X5j:l
Xtı, Xtı, Xzı , X22, Xj1 , Xj2, Xa1 , X72, X5l,X52:0

Current delivery plan aıd cost is shown below for the purpose of clarifying the differences. Z :28,88 TL

X13:1 X2j:1 Xjj:l Xa2:l X5r:I

X11, X12, X21, X22, Xj1, Xj2, Xa1 , Xaj, X51, X5j:0
Integer-Linear Pıogramming Model Proposed is an alternative for Do&Co plans and results in a slightly

reduced tota] costs. And in optimal solution, all aircrafts are served and 4 high loaders have no slack time,
they use their 65 minutes but one high loader use 29 minutes so there is 36 minutes slack time.

CONCLUSION

The company must create an optimum distribution plan to be able to get their operations in time, because
one of the most intense time periods are examined in the model. Currently, company does not work at an
optimum point since the proposed model seems to give better results. ln case of a review of long-term period,
ILP model's advalıtages will be more clearly understood. Model may be recommended loı futuıe studics for
using different evaluating cliteria such as minimizing the total service time.

The results achieved in üis study show the economic aspect of the problem reviewed. It is clearly
observed üat savings can be made by implementing an Integer LineaI Proglamming model for minimizing the
distribution costs. Moreover, this model can be improved to include other costs in a more complex analysis.
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